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Kendra Wharton
Kendra Wharton is an associate in Cadwalader's Washington,
D.C. office, where she is a member of the Global Litigation
Group and the White Collar Defense and Investigations
practice. Kendra advises clients in a broad range of criminal,
civil and administrative proceedings, as well as in corporate
internal investigations. She regularly handles matters focused
on alleged violations of the federal securities laws.
Prior to practicing law, Kendra was a legislative aide in the
United States Senate covering banking and financial services
among other issues.
Kendra is a member of the Young Lawyers Committee and the
D.C. chapter of the Women’s White Collar Defense Association
(WWCDA).
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Christian Larson
Christian Larson is an associate with Cadwalader’s white collar
defense and investigations practice in Washington DC. He
advises clients on a broad range of white collar matters,
including conducting investigations in response to government
inquiries and designing policies and procedures to comply
with complex regulations. He has extensive experience with
anti-money laundering laws, regulations, policies, procedures,
investigations, and litigation.
Prior to joining Cadwalader, Christian worked with the
International Monetary Fund (“IMF”), the Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe (“OSCE”) and the US
Department of Justice Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering
Section. He has published numerous articles on anti-money
laundering controls and served as head of the OSCE delegation
to the Financial Action Task Force.
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Overview
 Regulatory framework for CARES Act lending programs
– High-level look at COVID-19 assistance
– Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) overview
– PPP laws, regulations, and guidance
– Authorities responsible for oversight and enforcement

 Potential areas of PPP borrower fraud and abuse
– Qualification issues & certifications
– Use of loan proceeds
– Loan forgiveness applications

 PPP-related investigations and prosecutions
 Lender risks in connection with participation in the PPP
– Regulatory and litigation risks
– Congressional and public scrutiny
– Customer risks

 Best practices for lenders
 Looking ahead
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Regulatory Framework for COVID-19 Loan Programs

Total COVID-19 Assistance
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COVID-19 Loan Programs
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SBA’s Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”)
 Created by CARES Act in March 2020
 Designed to provide direct incentives for small businesses to keep their
workers on the payroll
 Available to small businesses that were in operation on February 15, 2020,
with 500 or fewer employees
– Includes not-for-profits, veterans’ organizations, Tribal concerns, selfemployed individuals, sole proprietorships, and independent contractors
– Also businesses with more than 500 employees in certain industries
 Up to $659 billion authorized by CARES Act and subsequent legislation
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PPP Overview
 Participating lenders issue PPP loans to assist eligible borrowers to pay
certain payroll and operating costs for a period of 8 or 24 weeks
 Loan amounts are based on average monthly payroll costs for 2019
 Loans have an interest rate of 1%
 Neither the government nor lenders charge small businesses any borrower
fees
 No collateral or personal guarantees are required
 Loans issued prior to June 5 have a maturity of 2 years; loans issued after
June 5 have a maturity of 5 years
 Loan payments will be deferred
 PPP loans may be eligible for forgiveness
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Allowable Uses of PPP Loan Proceeds
 Payroll costs ($100,000 annualized limitation per employee)
– Salary, wages, commissions, or similar compensation
– Cash tips or the equivalent
– Payments for:
• Vacation, parental, family, medical, or sick leave
• Employee group health insurance premiums
• Retirement benefits
• State and local taxes on the compensation of employees
 Non-payroll costs
– Mortgages
– Rent
– Utilities
– Interest on existing debt
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PPP Loan Forgiveness
 PPP loans may be forgiven if employee retention criteria are met and the
funds are used for eligible expenses
 The employer must maintain or quickly rehire employees and maintain salary
levels
 Payroll must account for 60% of expenses
 Other eligible expenses include rent, utilities, and interest on secured loans
(e.g., mortgage interest)
 Forgiveness will be reduced if full-time headcount declines, if salaries and
wages decrease, or if payroll expenses do not satisfy threshold
 Forgiveness will be reduced if the borrower also received an Economic Injury
Disaster Loan (“EIDL”) Advance Grant
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SBA No Longer Accepting PPP Loan Applications
 PPP closed on August 8, 2020

Source: Small Business Administration
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SBA Is Accepting PPP Forgiveness Applications
 SBA issued a Procedural Notice for lenders on July 23
– The purpose of this Notice is to inform PPP Lenders of the processes for
submitting decisions on PPP borrower loan forgiveness applications to
SBA, requesting payment of the forgiveness amount determined by the
Lender, SBA loan forgiveness reviews and payment of the loan
forgiveness amount determined by SBA
 SBA opened its forgiveness portal for lenders on August 10
 Many lenders have indicated they will not accept borrower applications until a
later date
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PPP Regulatory Framework
 SBA has issued iterative rulemaking and guidance (in consultation with
Treasury) since April 2020
– 23 Interim Final Rules
– At least 77 Frequently Asked Questions (“FAQs”)
– At least 15 procedural notices and lender forms
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PPP Oversight & Enforcement Authority
 SBA Office of Inspector General (“SBA OIG”) and other Inspectors General
(“IGs”)
 Pandemic Response Accountability Committee (“PRAC”)
 U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney’s Offices (“USAOs”) and Federal
Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”)
 State Attorneys General and State regulators
 Congressional oversight
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SBA Office of Inspector General
 SBA OIG provides auditing, investigative,
and other services to support and assist
SBA in achieving its mission
 Given broad investigative authority under
the Inspector General Act (“IG Act”),
including subpoena power
 As of January 2020, SBA OIG maintained
an active caseload of approximately 240
investigations of potential loan fraud,
contracting fraud and other wrongdoing
 Investigations can result in administrative
sanctions, civil penalties and even criminal
prosecution
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Pandemic Response Accountability Committee (“PRAC”)
 Created by CARES Act to coordinate and
support oversight of federal spending
through the various federal COVID-19
relief programs
 Modeled after the Recovery Accountability
and Transparency Board (“Recovery
Board”), which oversaw spending under
the Recovery Act in 2009
 Housed within the existing Council of
Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency (“CIGIE”) and comprised of
several federal Inspectors General (“IGs”)
 Holds the broad investigative authorities of
the individual IGs, including subpoena
power
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Special Inspector General for Pandemic Recovery
 Created by CARES Act to investigate possible fraud and abuse associated
with loans, loan guarantees and other investments made by the Treasury
Department
– Treasury’s Aviation Payroll Support and Loan Programs and Federal
Reserve’s Emergency Lending Facilities
– NOT PPP loans (directly)
 Resembles the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief
Program (“SIGTARP”), created in 2008
 Holds the same investigative authorities provided to other OIGs under the IG
Act, including subpoena power
 Entered into a formal partnership with the EDVA U.S. Attorney on July 17,
intended to streamline investigations and resulting prosecutions
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U.S. Department of Justice / U.S. Attorney’s Offices
 Attorney General William Barr has directed every U.S. Attorney’s Office “to
prioritize the detection, investigation, and prosecution of all criminal conduct
related to the current pandemic”
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State Attorneys General
 State law enforcement authorities have said they will combat fraud, waste,
and abuse related to COVID-19
 Largely focused on fraudsters and price gougers seeking quick gains, but
also on PPP-related fraud
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Inter-Agency and State-Federal Cooperation
 FBI formed a PPP Fraud Working Group in coordination with DOJ’s Fraud
Section and the SBA OIG, among others
 Federal and state law enforcement authorities are forming task forces to
combat fraud related to COVID-19 (e.g., Georgia’s COVID-19 Fraud Task
Force)
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Congressional Oversight
 Congressional Oversight Commission
– Created by CARES Act and responsible for reporting to Congress every
30 days
• Treasury and Federal Reserve programs
• Not PPP loans (directly)
– Resembles the Congressional Oversight Panel created in 2008
 Relevant Congressional Committees
– U.S. Senate Committee on Small Business and Entrepreneurship
– U.S. House Committee on Small Business
– U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
– U.S. House Committee on Financial Services
– U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
– U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Reform
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Potential Areas of PPP Borrower Fraud and Abuse

Potential Areas of Borrower Fraud and Abuse
 Qualification issues
– Company size
– Affiliation issues
 Certifications
 Supporting documents
– Entity formation and operating documents
– Tax records
– Payroll records
 Use of loan proceeds
 Loan forgiveness application
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions

PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
 First PPP-related charges announced less than 4 weeks after the program
opened
 Dozens of federal criminal prosecutions to date
 Focus on fraudulent PPP applications and egregious use of funds
 Focus on larger PPP loans ($1 million or more)
 Federal charges include bank fraud, wire fraud, false statements, and money
laundering, among others
 Announcements of charges emphasize inter-agency and state-federal
cooperation
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
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PPP-Related Investigations and Prosecutions
 Next wave of investigations and prosecutions will likely focus on fraudulent
forgiveness applications
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Lender Risks in Connection with Participation in the PPP

Regulatory Change Management
 Since the inception of the PPP, the SBA has issued:
– 23 Interim Final Rules
– At least 77 FAQs
– At least 15 procedural notices and lender forms
 Lenders have been tasked with updating policies, procedures, controls,
systems, and practices to respond in real time
 Lenders can expect additional changes in law, regulations, and guidance
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Overreliance on Regulatory Relief for Lenders
 Lenders largely permitted to rely upon borrower-provided information and
certifications
 Lenders to be “held harmless” for reliance upon borrower statements and
certifications that turn out to be false
 There are limitations to the “hold harmless” language in the CARES Act
– “an enforcement action may not be taken against the lender under section 47(e)
of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 657t(e)) relating to loan forgiveness”
– “the lender shall not be subject to any penalties by the Administrator”
– Nothing prevents other regulators from taking action

 Reliance upon borrower representations is reasonable only if the lender has
no reason to believe a borrower is engaging in fraud
 If a lender employee facilitates or willfully ignores borrower fraud, the lender
may face regulatory action, investigation, and/or litigation
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Congressional and Public Scrutiny of Loan Outcomes
 When lenders began accepting and processing PPP borrower applications,
lenders received pointed questions from Congress
– “Rubio Asks Bank CEOs if They Favored Certain Customers for SBA
Loans,” Wall Street Journal (Apr. 24, 2020) – Sen. Marco Rubio asked:
• Whether applications were processed on first-come, first-served basis
• Whether certain borrowers were prioritized over others
• What practices lenders have in place to ensure neutral access to PPP loans

 When publicly-traded companies disclosed PPP borrowing, there was a
public outcry over perceptions that PPP loans were not going to truly small
businesses
– “Potbelly, Shake Shack, Axios: Here Are All the Companies Returning
PPP Money After Public Backlash,” Forbes (Apr. 29, 2020)
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Congressional and Public Scrutiny of Loan Outcomes
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Bank Secrecy Act / Anti-Money Laundering
 Regulatory relief from SBA and FinCEN
– Lenders not required to refresh or re-verify the identity of their existing customers
 But that relief is limited
– The relief presumes that CDD performed for existing customers was adequate
– CDD for new customers is still required
– There is no relief from the BSA’s requirements to conduct ongoing monitoring of
the customer relationship
 Ongoing monitoring and suspicious activity reporting
– Lenders have access to an increasing volume of information about PPP borrowers
– Lenders may wish to consider whether they are adequately incorporating that
information into their systems for suspicious activity monitoring and reporting
• This is particularly true for lenders who were not required to file SARs prior to
participating in the PPP
– Early enforcement actions triggered by SARs
– In time, regulators are likely to evaluate whether lenders adequately met their antimoney laundering obligations when participating in the PPP
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Customer Risks to Lenders
 Litigation risks
– A customer may sue a lender if the lender fails to timely and/or properly submit
an accurate forgiveness request to the SBA, requiring the customer to repay an
otherwise forgivable loan
– False Claims Act
 Customer retention
– Lender’s ability to communicate effectively is critical for the customer relationship
– As the SBA continues to issue evolving rules and guidance, borrowers often look
to their lenders with questions
– Borrowers are asking lenders to explain the criteria for forgiveness, the process
for applying for forgiveness, and the amount and timing of payments that need to
be made before a forgiveness decision is reached
– Lenders that do a poor job of communicating rules—and changes to those
rules—risk alienating customers
– Conversely, lenders that are effective communicators may have an opportunity to
win more, or all, of a customer’s banking business
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Best Practices for Lenders

Anticipate and Prepare for Challenges
 Regulatory Change Management
– Additional legislation and SBA guidance will be introduced throughout the
duration of the PPP
 Limited SBA Guidance
– Guidance that exists, for loan forgiveness and other issues, may not answer all
lender questions
 Data Integrity
– Lenders are relying on multiple systems to implement loan forgiveness programs
which can lead to data quality issues across data sources
 Forecasting Forgiveness Volume
– As lenders begin or prepare to begin accepting applications, it is a challenge to
forecast application volumes and the resources needed to process them
 Communications
– With constant SBA guidance changes and a majority of lenders delaying
forgiveness applications, external communications are critical for lenders to
maintain their client relationship over the long term
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Review Existing Data
 Due to the high volume of loans disbursed in a short time frame, lenders are
conducting secondary reviews to clean up loan documentation and data in
preparation of loan forgiveness
 Examples of issues identified during these reviews include:
– Borrower eligibility
– Incorrect loan amounts
– Missing documentation
– Invalid signatures
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Investigations of PPP Borrowers
 Lenders are receiving subpoenas and other information requests about PPP
borrowers
 Subpoenas and information requests are coming from:
– SBA OIG
– PRAC
– Main Justice / USAOs
– State Attorneys General
– Congress
 Requests for:
– Borrower-provided applications and supporting documents
– Borrower communications with lenders
– Borrower transactional records
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Investigations of PPP Borrowers

“Based on records obtained from
mortgage lenders, records obtained
from Financial Institutions 1 through 4,
open source research, and surveillance
conducted by federal agents. . .”
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Prepare for Investigations of Lenders
 Evaluate whether existing policies, procedures and controls are adequate and
up to date
 Test policies, procedures and controls to identify gaps and implementation
challenges
 Remediate any shortcomings
 Ensure that a process is in place to respond to issues that arise
– Consider conducting an investigation internally or with the assistance of
outside counsel
– Consider whether to disclose any gaps or issues identified through testing
or internal investigations
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Looking Ahead

Looking Ahead
 Plan for more Interim Final Rules and guidance
 Lenders are urging the SBA and Treasury to further streamline forgiveness
– The Paycheck Protection Program Small Business Forgiveness Act (S.
4117) would allow PPP loans of $150,000 or less to be automatically
forgiven once the borrower completes a one-page forgiveness
document
 In testimony to the House Small Business Committee on July 17, Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin urged Congress to consider forgiving smaller
PPP loans by statute, but he did not specify a loan threshold
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Contact

Kendra Wharton
Kendra.Wharton@cwt.com

Christian Larson
Christian.Larson@cwt.com
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Notice and Disclaimer
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP (Cadwalader) is a registered limited liability partnership under the laws of the State of New York, USA, with its principal place of business at 200 Liberty Street, New York, NY 10281. The Firm has additional
offices in Washington, DC, Charlotte, NC, London, UK, and Brussels, Belgium.
This presentation has been prepared by Cadwalader for informational purposes only and does not constitute advertising or solicitation and should not be used or taken as legal advice. Those seeking legal advice should contact a member of the
Firm or legal counsel licensed in their jurisdiction. Transmission of this information is not intended to create, and receipt does not constitute, an attorney-client relationship. ©2018 Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. All rights reserved.
United States: The Firm is a registered limited liability partnership under the laws of the State of New York. The personal liability of our partners is limited to the extent provided in such laws. Additional information is available upon request made to
our office in New York.
United Kingdom: The Firm is registered in England and Wales and is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of our partners who are Solicitors or Registered Foreign Lawyers in England and Wales is available for inspection at our
London office. Cadwalader lawyers resident in London who are admitted as members of the legal profession elsewhere may also be subject to regulation in their place of admission. Information on the regulations of The Solicitors Regulation
Authority can be found in the Solicitors' Code of Conduct at www.sra.org.uk.
Belgium: Legal Notice under Article 7 of Belgian Law of March 11, 2003: The Belgian lawyers practicing in the Brussels office are admitted to practice under the professional title "advocaat/avocat." They are members of the Brussels Bar, List A.
The lawyers from other foreign jurisdictions are members of, or are registered with, the Brussels Bar, List E or B, and/or are members of foreign Bars. Each lawyer's bar admission(s) can be found in his/her biography. Members of the Brussels Bar
(List A, B or E) are subject to professional rules that are available at www.baliebrussel.be or www.barreauderbruxelles.be. The profession of "avocat/advocaat" is regulated by Articles 428-508 of the Belgian Judicial Code, which is available at
www.juridat.be.
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